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This Book Is Designed To Cater The Need Of Students
Of B.Sc. (Pass And Hons.) Students Of Various Indian
Universities On The Basis Of Model Curriculum Recently
Proposed By Cdc Of Ugc. The Book Comprises 569
Figures, 266 Examples, 233 Problems And 336
Objective Questions, Distributed In 13 Chapters. Each
Problem Is Followed By Its Answer.The Inclusion Of A
Large Number Of Problems And Review Questions Are
Aimed At Evaluating The Degree Of Conceptual
Comprehension A Student Has Acquired As A Result Of
Studying The Book. The Solved Examples Are Targetted
To Illustrate The Theoretical Ideals Described In The
Text.Although The Book Is Aimed To Target B.Sc.
Students, Yet Chemists, Material Scientists And
Electrical Engineers Would Find It Useful Not Only In
Persuing Their Studies, But Also In Professional
Applications.The Existence Of Sufficient Number Of
Objective Questions Are Framed To Help The Student
Immensely To Encounter Competitive Examinations Like
Net, Slet, Ics And State Civil Services.
Solid State Physics, Solid State Device And
Electronics.New Age International
`Solid State Physics? focuses on the fundamental
concepts while building a strong conceptual framework.
It provides systematic and comprehensive coverage to
topics such as Crystal Structure and Bonding, Lattice
dynamics and Phonons, Thermal and Electrical
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Properties, Superconductivity, Semiconductors,
Dielectrics, Basics of Density Functional Theory and
Band Structure calculations and Physics of nano solids.
It also introduces relevant information on recent
developments. Salient Features ? Systematic
development of topics with micro-details as part of
analysis ? Dedicated chapter on `Physics of Nano
Solids? ? Elaborate and complete derivations supported
by apt pedagogy?
This textbook provides conceptual, procedural, and
factual knowledge on solid state and nanostructure
physics. It is designed to acquaint readers with key
concepts and their connections, to stimulate intuition and
curiosity, and to enable the acquisition of competences
in general strategies and specific procedures for problem
solving and their use in specific applications. To these
ends, a multidisciplinary approach is adopted, integrating
physics, chemistry, and engineering and reflecting how
these disciplines are converging towards common tools
and languages in the field. Each chapter discusses
essential ideas before the introduction of formalisms and
the stepwise addition of complications. Questions on
everyday manifestations of the concepts are included,
with reasoned linking of ideas from different chapters
and sections and further detail in the appendices. The
final section of each chapter describes experimental
methods and strategies that can be used to probe the
phenomena under discussion. Solid state and
nanostructure physics is constantly growing as a field of
study where the fascinating quantum world emerges and
otherwise imaginary things can become real, engineered
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with increasing creativity and control: from tinier and
faster technologies realizing quantum information
concepts, to understanding of the fundamental laws of
Physics. Elements of Solid State Physics and of
Crystalline Nanostructures will offer the reader an
enjoyable insight into the complex concepts of solid state
physics.
This book provides the basis for a two-semester
graduate course on solid-state physics. The first half
presents all the knowledge necessary for a onesemester survey of solid-state physics, but in greater
depth than most introductory solid state physics courses.
The second half includes most of the important research
over the past half-century, covering both the fundamental
principles and most recent advances. This new edition
includes the latest developments in the treatment of
strongly interacting two-dimensional electrons and
discusses the generalization from small to larger
systems. The book provides explanations in a classtested tutorial style, and each chapter includes problems
reviewing key concepts and calculations. The updated
exercises and solutions enable students to become
familiar with contemporary research activities, such as
the electronic properties of massless fermions in
graphene and topological insulators.
Introduces the study of the physical properties of solids,
providing a theoretical framework for understanding the
electrical, dielectric, magnetic, elastic, and thermal
properties of solids in terms of basic physical laws.
Updated to reflect recent work in the field, this book
emphasizes crystalline solids, going from the crystal
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lattice to the ideas of reciprocal space and Brillouin
zones, and develops these ideas for lattice vibrations, for
the theory of metals, and for semiconductors. The theme
of lattice periodicity and its varied consequences runs
through eighty percent of the book. Other sections deal
with major aspects of solid state physics controlled by
other phenomena: superconductivity, dielectric and
magnetic properties, and magnetic resonance.
An essential guide to solid state physics through the lens
of dimensionality and symmetry Foundations of Solid
State Physics introduces the essential topics of solid
state physics as taught globally with a focus on
understanding the properties of solids from the viewpoint
of dimensionality and symmetry. Written in a
conversational manner and designed to be accessible,
the book contains a minimal amount of mathematics.
The authors?noted experts on the topic?offer an
insightful review of the basic topics, such as the static
and dynamic lattice in real space, the reciprocal lattice,
electrons in solids, and transport in materials and
devices. The book also includes more advanced topics:
the quasi-particle concept (phonons, solitons, polarons,
excitons), strong electron-electron correlation, lightmatter interactions, and spin systems. The authors'
approach makes it possible to gain a clear understanding
of conducting polymers, carbon nanotubes, nanowires,
two-dimensional chalcogenides, perovskites and organic
crystals in terms of their expressed dimension,
topological connectedness, and quantum confinement.
This important guide: -Offers an understanding of a
variety of technology-relevant solid-state materials in
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terms of their dimension, topology and quantum
confinement -Contains end-of-chapter problems with
different degrees of difficulty to enhance understanding
-Treats all classical topics of solid state physics courses plus the physics of low-dimensional systems Written for
students in physics, material sciences, and chemistry,
lecturers, and other academics, Foundations of Solid
State Physics explores the basic and advanced topics of
solid state physics with a unique focus on dimensionality
and symmetry.
Providing a clear theoretical understanding of MEMS and
NEMS, Solid-State Physics, Fluidics, and Analytical
Techniques in Micro- and Nanotechnology focuses on
nanotechnology and the science behind it, including solidstate physics. It provides a clear understanding of the
electronic, mechanical, and optical properties of solids
relied on in integra
Solid State is the core subject of Science. The subject
has a wide scope and its application is extensive. The
Text book focuses the need of first level text book for
graduate level students. One of the salient features of
this book is that it is written in a simple and lucid
language with conceptual clarity. The present Text book
endeavours to provide relevant theory and principal of
Solid-State Physics and its applications. I hope that this
book will be of immense value to the technical teachers,
students as well as professionals.
Solid State Physics
This book, Condensed Matter and Material Physics,
incorporates the work of multiple authors to enhance the
theoretical as well as experimental knowledge of
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materials. The investigation of crystalline solids is a
growing need in the electronics industry. Micro and nano
transistors require an in-depth understanding of
semiconductors of different groups. Amorphous
materials, on the other hand, as non-equilibrium
materials are widely applied in sensors and other
medical and industrial applications. Superconducting
magnets, composite materials, lasers, and many more
applications are integral parts of our daily lives.
Superfluids, liquid crystals, and polymers are undergoing
active research throughout the world. Hence profound
information on the nature and application of various
materials is in demand. This book bestows on the reader
a deep knowledge of physics behind the concepts,
perspectives, characteristic properties, and prospects.
The book was constructed using 10 contributions from
experts in diversified fields of condensed matter and
material physics and its technology from over 15
research institutes across the globe.
The objective of Solid State Physics is to introduce
college seniors and first-year graduate students in
physics, electrical engineering, materials science,
chemistry, and related areas to this diverse and
fascinating field. I have attempted to present this
complex subject matter in a coherent, integrated manner,
emphasizing fundamental scientific ideas to give the
student a strong understanding and "feel" for the physics
and the orders of magnitude involved. The subject is
varied, covering many important, sophisticated, and
practical areas, which, at first, may appear unrelated but
which are actually built on the same foundation: the
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bonding between atoms, the periodic translational
symmetry, and the resulting electron energy levels. The
text is comprehensive enough so that the basics of broad
areas of present research are covered, yet flexible
enough so that courses of varying lengths can be
satisfied. the exercises at the end of each chapter serve
to reinforce and extend the text.
The main aim of this book is to give a self-contained and
representative cross section through present-day
research in solid-state physics. This covers metallic and
mesoscopic transport, localization by disorder and
superconductivity, including questions related to hightemperature superconductors and to heavy fermion
systems. An important part of the book is devoted to
itinerant-electron magnetism, discussing paramagnons,
strong correlation, magnetization fluctuations and spin
density waves. All the formal tools used in these
chapters are developed in the first part of the book which
contains a thorough discussion of second quantization
and of perturbation theory for an arbitrary complex time
path and also describes the functional approach to
Feynman diagrams including general ward identities.
Each chapter contains an extensive list of the relevant
literature and a series of problems with detailed solutions
which complement the main text. The book is meant both
as a course and a research tool.
Die große Stärke des Ashcroft liegt in den ausführlichen
Erklärungen, die didaktisch geschickt aufeinander
aufbauen. Tiefer gehende quantenmechanische
Rechnungen werden vermieden. Stattdessen wird mit
logischer Klarheit und sehr geschickt ein anschauliches
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Bild der Festkörperphysik entwickelt, das dem Anfänger
in der Festkörperphysik den Einstieg in das schwierige
Fach erleichtert. Das Buch fängt mit klassischen
Erklärungsmodellen des Festkörpers an, zeigt deren
Begrenztheit auf und führt die Quantenmechanik
schrittweise ein, um die Modelle immer weiter zu
verfeinern. So entsteht mit einem Minimum an
mathematischem Rüstzeug ein ausgesprochen
detailliertes Bild des Festkörpers, und dem Leser wird es
durch die allmähliche Steigerung zu abstrakteren
Theorien leicht gemacht, sich von den Autoren führen zu
lassen. Auf die ausführliche Beschreibung
experimenteller Arbeiten wird in diesem Buch verzichtet.
Das heißt aber nicht, dass auf experimentelle
Ergebnisse kein Bezug genommen wird. Stets werden
die Theorien an den experimentellen Werten gemessen
und existierende Abweichungen zum Anlass für
tiefergehende Betrachtungen genommen.
Solid State Physics: An Introduction to Theory presents
an intermediate quantum approach to the properties of
solids. Through this lens, the text explores different
properties, such as lattice, electronic, elastic, thermal,
dielectric, magnetic, semiconducting, superconducting
and optical and transport properties, along with the
structure of crystalline solids. The work presents the
general theory for most of the properties of crystalline
solids, along with the results for one-, two- and threedimensional solids in particular cases. It also includes a
brief description of emerging topics, such as the
quantum hall effect and high superconductivity. Building
from fundamental principles and requiring only a minimal
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mathematical background, the book includes illustrative
images and solved problems in all chapters to support
student understanding. Provides an introduction to
recent topics, such as the quantum hall effect, highsuperconductivity and nanomaterials Utilizes the Dirac'
notation to highlight the physics contained in the
mathematics in an appropriate and succinct manner
Includes many figures and solved problems throughout
all chapters to provide a deeper understanding for
students Offers topics of particular interest to
engineering students, such as elasticity in solids,
dislocations, polymers, point defects and nanomaterials
Solid State Physics provides a broad introduction to some of
the principal areas of the physical phenomena in solid
materials and is aimed broadly at undergraduate students of
physics and engineering related subjects. The physical
properties of materials are intimately related to the crystalline
symmetry of atoms as well as the atomic species present.
This includes the electronic, mechanical, magnetic and optical
properties of all materials. These subjects are treated in depth
and provide the reader with the tools necessary for an
understanding of the varied phenomena of materials.
Particular emphasis is given to the reaction of materials to
specific stimuli, such as the application of electric and
magnetic fields. Nanotechnologies are based on the
formation of nano-sized elements and structures. The final
chapter of the book provides a broad introduction to the topic
and uses some of the main tools of solid state physics to
explain the behavior of nanomaterials and why they are of
importance for future technologies. FEATURES: • Provides a
broad introduction to the principal areas of the physical
phenomena in solid materials • Includes the electronic,
mechanical, magnetic and optical properties of all materials •
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Explains the behavior of nanomaterials and why they are of
importance for future technologies
This is perhaps the most comprehensive undergraduate
textbook on the fundamental aspects of solid state
electronics. It presents basic and state-of-the-art topics on
materials physics, device physics, and basic circuit building
blocks not covered by existing textbooks on the subject. Each
topic is introduced with a historical background and
motivations of device invention and circuit evolution.
Fundamental physics is rigorously discussed with minimum
need of tedious algebra and advanced mathematics. Another
special feature is a systematic classification of fundamental
mechanisms not found even in advanced texts. It bridges the
gap between solid state device physics covered here with
what students have learnt in their first two years of study.
Used very successfully in a one-semester introductory core
course for electrical and other engineering, materials science
and physics junior students, the second part of each chapter
is also used in an advanced undergraduate course on solid
state devices. The inclusion of previously unavailable
analyses of the basic transistor digital circuit building blocks
and cells makes this an excellent reference for engineers to
look up fundamental concepts and data, design formulae, and
latest devices such as the GeSi heterostructure bipolar
transistors. This book is also available as a set with
Fundamentals of Solid-State Electronics — Study Guide and
Fundamentals of Solid-State Electronics — Solution Manual.
The present edition is brought up to incorporate the useful
suggestions from a number of readers and teachers for the
benefit of students.A topic on common-collector configuration
is added to the chapter XIII.A new chapter on logic gates is
intriduced at the end.Keeping in view the present style of
university Question papers,a number of very short,short and
long thoroughly revised and corrected to remove the errors
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which crept into earlier editions.
In addition to the topics discussed in the First Edition, this
Second Edition contains introductory treatments of
superconducting materials and of ferromagnetism. I think the
book is now more balanced because it is divided perhaps
60% - 40% between devices (of all kinds) and materials (of all
kinds). For the physicist interested in solid state applications, I
suggest that this ratio is reasonable. I have also rewritten a
number of sections in the interest of (hopefully) increased
clarity. The aims remain those stated in the Preface to the
First Edition; the book is a survey of the physics of a number
of solid state devices and ma terials. Since my object is a
discussion of the basic ideas in a number of fields, I have not
tried to present the "state of the art," especially in semi
conductor devices. Applied solid state physics is too vast and
rapidly changing to cover completely, and there are many
references available to recent developments. For these
reasons, I have not treated a number of interesting areas.
Among the lacunae are superiattices, heterostructures,
compound semiconductor devices, ballistic transistors,
integrated optics, and light wave communications.
(Suggested references to those subjects are given in an
appendix. ) I have tried to cover some of the recent
revolutionary developments in superconducting materials.
A must-have textbook for any undergraduate studying solid
state physics. This successful brief course in solid state
physics is now in its second edition. The clear and concise
introduction not only describes all the basic phenomena and
concepts, but also such advanced issues as magnetism and
superconductivity. Each section starts with a gentle
introduction, covering basic principles, progressing to a more
advanced level in order to present a comprehensive overview
of the subject. The book is providing qualitative discussions
that help undergraduates understand concepts even if they
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can?t follow all the mathematical detail. The revised edition
has been carefully updated to present an up-to-date account
of the essential topics and recent developments in this
exciting field of physics. The coverage now includes groundbreaking materials with high relevance for applications in
communication and energy, like graphene and topological
insulators, as well as transparent conductors. The text
assumes only basic mathematical knowledge on the part of
the reader and includes more than 100 discussion questions
and some 70 problems, with solutions free to lecturers from
the Wiley-VCH website. The author's webpage provides
Online Notes on x-ray scattering, elastic constants, the
quantum Hall effect, tight binding model, atomic magnetism,
and topological insulators. This new edition includes the
following updates and new features: * Expanded coverage of
mechanical properties of solids, including an improved
discussion of the yield stress * Crystal structure, mechanical
properties, and band structure of graphene * The coverage of
electronic properties of metals is expanded by a section on
the quantum hall effect including exercises. New topics
include the tight-binding model and an expanded discussion
on Bloch waves. * With respect to semiconductors, the
discussion of solar cells has been extended and improved. *
Revised coverage of magnetism, with additional material on
atomic magnetism * More extensive treatment of finite solids
and nanostructures, now including topological insulators *
Recommendations for further reading have been updated and
increased. * New exercises on Hall mobility, light penetrating
metals, band structure
"...an admirable book. Indeed, it scarcely needs my
commendation: It is already being widely used as a graduate
text on both sides of the Atlantic." Nature
Methods and the latest results of experimental studies of the
strength properties, polymorphism and metastable states of
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materials and substances with extremely short durations of
shock-wave action are presented. The author provides a
comprehensive and theoretical description of specific features
of the dynamics of elastoplastic shock compression waves in
relaxing media. The presentation is preceded by a detailed
description of the theoretical foundations of the method and a
brief discussion of the basic methods of generating and
diagnosing shock waves in solids. Key Selling Features:
Addresses dynamic elastic-plastic response, spallation, and
shock-induced phase transformation. Provides a centralized
presentation of topics of interest to the shock physics
community Presents new data on the mechanism and basic
patterns of sub-microsecond polymorphic transformations and
phase transitions. Investigates destruction waves in shockcompressed glasses. Analyzes the behavior of highly hard
brittle materials under shock-wave loading and ways to
diagnose fracture.
Solid State Physics is a textbook for students of physics,
material science, chemistry, and engineering. It is the state-ofthe-art presentation of the theoretical foundations and
application of the quantum structure of matter and materials.
This second edition provides timely coverage of the most
important scientific breakthroughs of the last decade
(especially in low-dimensional systems and quantum
transport). It helps build readers' understanding of the newest
advances in condensed matter physics with rigorous yet clear
mathematics. Examples are an integral part of the text,
carefully designed to apply the fundamental principles
illustrated in the text to currently active topics of research.
Basic concepts and recent advances in the field are
explained in tutorial style and organized in an intuitive
manner. The book is a basic reference work for students,
researchers, and lecturers in any area of solid-state physics.
Features additional material on nanostructures, giving
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students and lecturers the most significant features of lowdimensional systems, with focus on carbon allotropes Offers
detailed explanation of dissipative and nondissipative
transport, and explains the essential aspects in a field, which
is commonly overlooked in textbooks Additional material in
the classical and quantum Hall effect offers further aspects on
magnetotransport, with particular emphasis on the current
profiles Gives a broad overview of the band structure of
solids, as well as presenting the foundations of the electronic
band structure. Also features reported with new and revised
material, which leads to the latest research
Focuses on the essential concepts needed for an intuitive
understanding of modern solid state theory and its
experimental applications.
Principles of Solid State Physics presents a unified treatment
of the basic models used to describe the solid state
phenomena. This book is divided into three parts. Part I
considers mechanical or geometrical properties that are
describable by a lattice of mass points. What happens if the
electric charge and magnetic moment are to be associated
with the lattice points is explained in Part II. Part III discusses
the application of the band theory and imperfections in solids.
This publication is recommended for a one-semester senior
course in solid state physics for students majoring in physics,
chemistry, and electrical engineering.
Fundamentals of Solid State Engineering is structured in two
major parts. It first addresses the basic physics concepts,
which are at the base of solid state matter in general and
semiconductors in particular. The second part reviews the
technology for modern Solid State Engineering. This includes
a review of compound semiconductor bulk and epitaxial thin
films growth techniques, followed by a description of current
semiconductor device processing and nano-fabrication
technologies. A few examples of semiconductor devices and
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a description of their theory of operational are then discussed,
including transistors, semiconductor lasers, and
photodetectors.
This volume contains two articles on topics in materials
science of great importance: the thermodynamics of stressed
solids, a fundamental problem that goes back to Gibbs, and
hydrogen in materials, an area that is both scientifically rich
and of great current technological importance.
Our German textbook "Festkdrperphysik" has become rather
pop ular among German-speaking students, and is currently
produced in its 4th edition. Its version in English has already
been adopted by many universities in the United States and
other countries. This new 2nd edition corresponds to the 4th
edition in German. In addition to correcting some
typographical errors and making small improvements in the
presentation, in the present edition some chapters have been
revised or extended. Panel V, for example, has been
extended to include a description of angle-resolved
photoemis sion and its importance for the study of electronic
band structures. Section 10.10 on high-temperature
superconductors has completely been rewritten. This active
field of research continues to progress rapidly and many new
results have emerged since the publication of the first edition.
These results shed new light on much of the fun damental
physics. The new version of Sect. 10.10 has been developed
in discussions with colleagues who are themselves engaged
in superconductivity research. We thank, in particular,
Professor C. Calandra from the University of Modena and Dr.
R. Wordenweber of the Institute of Thin Film and Ion
Technology at the Research Centre Jiilich. The revision of the
problems was done with the help of Dr. W.
Used widely in courses and frequently sought as a reference,
this 2-volume work features comprehensive coverage of its
subject. Volume 1 examines the fundamental theory of
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equilibrium properties of perfect crystalline solids. Volume 2
addresses non-equilibrium properties, defects, and
disordered systems. 1973 edition.
A concise, accessible, and up-to-date introduction to solid
state physics Solid state physics is the foundation of many of
today's technologies including LEDs, MOSFET transistors,
solar cells, lasers, digital cameras, data storage and
processing. Introduction to Solid State Physics for Materials
Engineers offers a guide to basic concepts and provides an
accessible framework for understanding this highly
application-relevant branch of science for materials
engineers. The text links the fundamentals of solid state
physics to modern materials, such as graphene, photonic and
metamaterials, superconducting magnets, high-temperature
superconductors and topological insulators. Written by a
noted expert and experienced instructor, the book contains
numerous worked examples throughout to help the reader
gain a thorough understanding of the concepts and
information presented. The text covers a wide range of
relevant topics, including propagation of electron and acoustic
waves in crystals, electrical conductivity in metals and
semiconductors, light interaction with metals, semiconductors
and dielectrics, thermoelectricity, cooperative phenomena in
electron systems, ferroelectricity as a cooperative
phenomenon, and more. This important book: Provides a big
picture view of solid state physics Contains examples of basic
concepts and applications Offers a highly accessible text that
fosters real understanding Presents a wealth of helpful
worked examples Written for students of materials science,
engineering, chemistry and physics, Introduction to Solid
State Physics for Materials Engineers is an important guide to
help foster an understanding of solid state physics.
Electrons, Neutrons and Protons in Engineering focuses on
the engineering significance of electrons, neutrons, and
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protons. The emphasis is on engineering materials and
processes whose characteristics may be explained by
considering the behavior of small particles when grouped into
systems such as nuclei, atoms, gases, and crystals. This
volume is comprised of 25 chapters and begins with an
overview of the relation between science and engineering,
followed by a discussion on the microscopic and macroscopic
domains of matter. The next chapter presents the basic
relations involving mechanics, electricity and magnetism,
light, heat, and related subjects which are most significant in
the study of modern physical science. Subsequent chapters
explore the nucleus and structure of an atom; the concept of
binding forces and binding energy; the configuration of the
system of the electrons surrounding the atomic nucleus;
physical and chemical properties of atoms; and the structure
of gases and solids. The energy levels of groups of particles
are also considered, along with the Schrödinger equation and
electrical conduction through gases and solids. The remaining
chapters are devoted to nuclear fission, nuclear reactors, and
radiation. This book will appeal to physicists, engineers, and
mathematicians as well as students and researchers in those
fields.

The aim of this book is a discussion, at the
introductory level, of some applications of solid state
physics. The book evolved from notes written for a
course offered three times in the Department of
Physics of the University of California at Berkeley.
The objects of the course were (a) to broaden the
knowledge of graduate students in physics,
especially those in solid state physics; (b) to provide
a useful course covering the physics of a variety of
solid state devices for students in several areas of
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physics; (c) to indicate some areas of research in
applied solid state physics. To achieve these ends,
this book is designed to be a survey of the physics of
a number of solid state devices. As the italics
indicate, the key words in this description are
physics and survey. Physics is a key word because
the book stresses the basic qualitative physics of the
applications, in enough depth to explain the
essentials of how a device works but not deeply
enough to allow the reader to design one. The
question emphasized is how the solid state physics
of the application results in the basic useful property
of the device. An example is how the physics of the
tunnel diode results in a negative dynamic
resistance. Specific circuit applications of devices
are mentioned, but not emphasized, since
expositions are available in the elec trical
engineering textbooks given as references.
Solid State Physics opens with the adiabatic
approximation to the many-body problem of a
system of ions and valence electrons. After chapters
on lattice symmetry, structure and dynamics, it then
proceeds with four chapters devoted to the singleelectron theory of the solid state. Semiconductors
and dielectrics are covered in depth and chapters on
magnetism and superconductivity follow. The book
concludes with a chapter on solid surfaces. Every
section is followed by solved problems, some of
them illustrating areas of current interest in solid
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state physics, to give the student a practical working
knowledge of the subject, and the text is illustrated
by many supplementary examples.
Solid State Physics, International Edition covers the
fundamentals and the advanced concepts of solid
state physics. The book is comprised of 18 chapters
that tackle a specific aspect of solid state physics.
Chapters 1 to 3 discuss the symmetry aspects of
crystalline solids, while Chapter 4 covers the
application of X-rays in solid state science. Chapter
5 deals with the anisotropic character of crystals.
Chapters 6 to 8 talk about the five common types of
bonding in solids, while Chapters 9 and 10 cover the
free electron theory and band theory. Chapters 11
and 12 discuss the effects of movement of atoms,
and Chapter 13 talks about the optical properties of
crystals. Chapters 14 to 18 cover the other relevant
areas of solid state physics, such as ferroelectricity,
magnetism, surface science, and artificial structure.
The book will be of great use both to novice and
experienced researchers in the field of solid state
physics.
The first of two volumes presenting an overview of
the important research areas in which Professor H.
Überall has done his life's work and constitutes a
festschrift for this distinguished physicist. Each
chapter is intended to serve as a bridge between
advanced textbooks and the most recent research
literature, thereby providing a valuable reference for
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active researchers as well as for graduate students.
This landmark work chronicles the origin and
evolution of solid state physics, which grew to
maturity between 1920 and 1960. The book
examines the early roots of the field in industrial,
scientific and artistic efforts and traces them through
the 1950s, when many physicists around the world
recognized themselves as members of a distinct
subfield of physics research centered on solids. The
book opens with an account of scientific and social
developments that preceded the discovery of
quantum mechanics, including the invention of new
experimental means for studying solids and the
establishment of the first industrial laboratories. The
authors set the stage for the modern era by detailing
the formulation of the quantum field theory of solids.
The core of the book examines six major themes:
the band theory of solids; the phenomenology of
imperfect crystals; the puzzle of the plastic
properties of solids, solved by the discovery of
dislocations; magnetism; semiconductor physics;
and collective phenomena, the context in which old
puzzles such as superconductivity and superfluidity
were finally solved. All readers interested in the
history of science will find this absorbing volume an
essential resource for understanding the emergence
of contemporary physics.
While the standard solid state topics are covered,
the basic ones often have more detailed derivations
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than is customary (with an empasis on crystalline
solids). Several recent topics are introduced, as are
some subjects normally included only in condensed
matter physics. Lattice vibrations, electrons,
interactions, and spin effects (mostly in magnetism)
are discussed the most comprehensively. Many
problems are included whose level is from "fill in the
steps" to long and challenging, and the text is
equipped with references and several comments
about experiments with figures and tables.
Solid State Physics, Part A
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